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	NAME: Umdai
	DESCRIPTION: The homeworld of the Umdai, Umdaig, a large moon orbiting a massive planet, Bullig, that is inhospitable to life. It has 2 distinct biomes due to an odd gravitational relationship with Bullig - a side cast in light & the other in eternal darkness. This caused a thin band at the midsection of the planet that was able to support life. Their system is heavily militarized & they rarely accept visitors. Most trade is done through intermediaries. They are sensuous, fierce, & commanding, & are known for their legendary skills. Born & raised in a strict, savage culture, most take up careers in the military or as merchants. They make cold, calculating, brilliant tacticians. They use their attractiveness to their advantage in negotiations. Names: Because they have 2 heads, their’ names are 2-parted (ex. Jenvel) where each part of the name pertains to one of the heads (Jen & Vel). Each name-part is short, often 2-4 letters in length, & no bearing to their lineage (parent) who named them.
	ERA:  2371 and beyond [Shackleton Expanse
	Text Field 13:  "We are feared as much as we are appreciated."
	Text Field 7: Control +1, Presence +1, Reason +1.
	Text Field 8: With 2 heads & otherworldly looks, the humanoid Umdai are a sight to behold. Their features are long & round, & their skin is the color of snow. They have soft, womanly curves & a full bosom. Their slanted eyes are a deep, dark, glittering, & vibrant blue or purple, & are accentuated with naturally dark lines; their mouths are small with indigo lips. A ridged crest runs like a fin across the scalp, framed by fine dark hair.
	TALENTS: Umdai, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Twins [Required]
	TALENT TEXT 1: Each head has its own brain, they function like the left & right hemispheres rather than separately. You may make 2 attacks/turn during a scene, rather than 1. You may re-roll your 1st failed task roll, once/ scene. You lower the Diff by 1, min. 1, for perceiving dangers or threats.
	TALENT NAME 2: Deadly Dancer
	TALENT TEXT 2: Umdai are able to sway the opinions of creatures who find their deadly beauty attractive. During Social interactions/Conflicts you gain 1d20 to your rolls. If successful, you gain an Advantage for the remainder of the scene. 
	TALENT NAME 3: Additional Info
	TALENT TEXT 3: Have antagonistic relations with races they consider uncultured, but have begrudging respect for races that show a savage side. They are a reclusive species. Though biologically female, they are born with a vestigial male sex organ, allowing them to reproduce asexually if needed. 
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